
Part No. # A9108                                       

Packing: - 300gm/500 ml, Aerosol Cans.

Disclaimer: 

Information in this literature is to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. However, since condi�ons under products may be used 

are beyond our control, recommendation are made without warranty or guarantee. 

ANTI SPATTER

DESCRIPTION: It is a non silicon(paintable) complex formula�on of an� adhesive and an�  

spa�er materials suitable for both ferrous and non ferrous metals. It prevents s�cking of hot 
spa�er to areas near the welding inside the close system. It ensures easy removal of spa�er, 
saves chiselling & grinding cost, reduce lot of man-hours.

APPLICATION AREAS: It eliminates build up in MIG/TIG �p and nozzles of Co2  welding 
equipments.

STORAGE & SHELF LIFE: The product may be stored at normal ambient temperature and has a shelf life of not less 2 
years with correct storage. Aerosol should always be stored below 50℃, away from direct heat and naked flame.

TECHNICAL SERVICE: AARNA LUBE PVT LTD. provides technical support under the program of research and 
development. For any enquiry contact us at details provided below.

PRECAUTIONS:
Can is under high pressure. Do not puncture or incinerate it even when apparently empty. Store 
below 50℃ . Use in well ven�lated areas. Do not spray into or around open flames and sparks. 
Exposure to heat, which exceeds 120℃, may cause bus�ng of the can. Keep out of reach of 
children.
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TECHNICAL DATA

PARAMETERS SPECIFICATIONS

APPEARENCE OILY LIQUID VISUAL

DENSITY AT +27℃ 730 g/cc INHOUSE

ODOUR ODOURLESS

EVAPORATION MODERATE

                    PROPERTIES

1. Applied onto the nozzle it will help to the wire
outflow, will avoid its adherence and making
easy the building of the welding line.
2.Avoid the adherence of the spattering nearby the
welding line, equipments etc.., then they will be
easily removed with a simple clothing or brushing.
3.SILICONE FREE, it does not present any
problem in the further painting or finishing
processes.
4.Easy handling, long life. One sole spraying is
enough to provide an efficient protection.
5.Economical, save time and money on spatter
removal
6. Extends the useful life off the nozzles and helps
to the welding wire and inert gas outflow.
7. Contain propellers that not harm the ozone layer
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